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One of the potential problems with any science, or any discipline that is based 
upon "observations", is whether or not the observation(s) that can be made 
today actually APPLY to the situation or question(s) being addressed.  

SPORTS Analogy:  Barry Bonds vs. Hank Aaron vs. Babe Ruth. 

Indeed, it can be critical that, when you are addressing a scientific question....you 
know what question is being asked, and that you are asking it in the right 
manner......Nobel Prize in Chemistry 1989 

It is also critical that the valid scientific questions are unencumbered by fluctuating 
social mores, and potential miss interpretation: as exemplified by Copernicus 
(1530's); Galileo (early 1600’s).... 

Of course Societal Mores will/should always play a part ??

http://www.baseball-reference.com/leaders/HR_career.shtml
http://www.nobel.se/chemistry/laureates/1989/press.html


*

The Barry Bonds perjury case was a case of alleged perjury 
regarding use of anabolic steroids by former San Francisco Giants 
outfielder and all-time Major League Baseball career home run 
leader, Barry Bonds, and the related investigations surrounding 
these accusations. On April 13, 2011, Bonds was convicted of one 
felony count of obstruction of justice for giving an incomplete answer 
to a question in grand jury testimony. A mistrial was declared on the 
remaining three counts of perjury, and those charges were dropped.
[1] The obstruction of justice conviction was upheld by an appellate 
panel in 2013, but a larger panel of the appellate court overturned 
the conviction in 2015.[2]

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Perjury
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anabolic_steroid
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/San_Francisco_Giants
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Major_League_Baseball
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Barry_Bonds
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Obstruction_of_justice
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Crystal structure of a bacterial ribonuclease P holoenzyme in complex with tRNA (yellow), showing metal ions involved in 
catalysis (pink spheres), PDB: 3Q1R 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Protein_Data_Bank
https://www.rcsb.org/structure/3Q1R
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Copernicus (1543) A 'Perfect 
Heaven’, but the Sun, not the 
earth, is at it’s centre

Galileo is convicted 
of heresy, 1633
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Aristotelian based logic  

along with  

Scientific Method  

are a POWERFUL combination...



So, having addressed various smaller questions using the Scientific 
Methodology....let's try to tackle some of the potentially more grandiose questions that 
might be thrown our way 

..........How Big is the Universe? How old is the Universe? 
How Do We Know?  Can we still apply "observational principles" in the current 
universe to address such lofty issues that -by definition- must have occurred before 
anyone was able to make any observations. 
The answer is apparently, Yes. 

The Luminosity of "old" star clusters changes, radioactive dating of old stars (the 
element Thorium decays with a half life of 14.05 Gyr) as well as the presence of "white 
dwarfs”. 

Can we now apply such observationally based Scientific methodology to questions, 
concerning our own earth, and may be even apply such methodologyies to questions 
about Life itself, and or where do we (did we) come from? 
Well, geologists and paleantologists would claim the answer to that would again be a 
resounding YES! 

Earth’s geological history is divided into eras and periods. The boundaries between 
these rather large units of time are based on differences between their fossil biotas. 
Review: biotic changes and Geological changes

http://www.npr.org/blogs/thetwo-way/2013/09/12/221760808/voyager-has-left-the-solar-system-this-time-for-real
http://www.nytimes.com/2008/03/09/science/space/09cosmos.html
http://map.gsfc.nasa.gov/m_uni/uni_101age.html
http://www.astro.ucla.edu/%7Ewright/age.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gigayear




Age of the Universe 

There are at least 3 ways that the age of the Universe can be 
estimated. I will describe 

• The age of the chemical elements… ~ 14.5 Gyrs 

• The age of the oldest star clusters.  ~ 14.6 Gyrs +/- 1.7 Gyrs 

• The age of the oldest white dwarf stars.  ~ 12.7 Gyrs +/- 0.7 Gyrs 



Can we now apply such observationally based Scientific 
methodology to questions, concerning our own earth, and may be 
even apply such methodologies to questions about Life itself, and or 
where do we (did we) come from? 

Well, geologists and paleantologists would claim the answer to these 
questions would again be a resounding YES!
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Radioisotopes undergo Radioactive decay.  

The radioactive half-life for a given radioisotope is the time for half the 
radioactive nuclei in any sample to undergo radioactive decay. After two half-
lives, there will be one fourth the original sample, after three half-lives one 
eight the original sample, and so forth.

http://hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/hbase/Nuclear/radact.html#c1


32P 14.3 days, 3H 12.3 years, 192Ir 73.83 days 14C 5,700 years and 40K 1.3 billion years
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Fossil Records… Evolution of Whales?



Phiomicetus anubis
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pKYdDJxK42o
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1859

In considering the Origin of Species, it is quite conceivable that a naturalist, reflecting on the mutual affinities of 
organic beings, on their embryological relations, their geographical distribution, geological succession, and other 
such facts, might come to the conclusion that each species had not been independently created, but had 
descended, like varieties, from other species. 

Nevertheless, such a conclusion, even if well founded, would be unsatisfactory, until it could be shown how the 
innumerable species inhabiting this world have been modified, so as to acquire that perfection of structure and 
coadaptation which most justly excites our admiration.
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Cliff swallows in Nebraska 1991- 6



Cliff swallows in Nebraska













Fossil Records… Evolution of Whales?



Phiomicetus anubis
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pKYdDJxK42o

Fossil Records… Evolution of Whales?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pKYdDJxK42o


Fossil Records… Lucy?



Fossil Records…



Fossil Records… Panda’s thumb



1912



Natural Selection: ”the gradual process by which heritable biological 
traits become either more or less common in a population as a function 
of the effect of inherited traits on the differential reproductive success of 
organisms interacting with their environment"



- population: all individuals of the same species occupying the same area.


- gene: A unit of heritable information -usually associated (at the molecular 
level) with a specific region located on the chromosome. 

- allele: one of two or more slightly different forms, or "variants" of a given 
gene.


- allelic frequency: the number of times a particular allelic variant shows 
up   usually refers to a population


- genotype: a selection of the genes that make up an individual.


- phenotype: the consequence(s) of all the allelic interactions that give rise 
to a visibly determinable "type".


Genetic/Evolutionary Vocab .



Consider a newly introduced allele within a population. The presence of this 
allele will have an allelic frequency that can change over time.  

At some stage, perhaps, the frequency of a particular allele would become 
either “fixed” in a population or “lost” from a population for one reason or 
another.   

This can happen rapidly or need not happen at all -especially in large 
populations.



To understand what populations are and how they can change…  

We need to understand that populations are "populations of 
individuals" not a group of identical "clones". ..   

Populations are a group of individuals that exhibit an assorted array 
of similar phenotypic traits (the operative word being "similar"), and 
that each individual has a slightly different organismal "signature" that 
contributes to the collective "gene pool” 



From and understanding of a few of these fundamental concepts we can 
then build a greater understanding of more complex evolutionary terms, 
such as- 

Genetic drift: a random change in allelic frequency over time  
     -appreciate this as being a key mechanism of evolutionary change. 

This would suggest that genetic drift might be strongest in small 
populations (?) 

Why would that be (?) -the fewer individuals in the population, the more 
likely it is that random fluctuations will completely disrupt the allelic 
frequency. 

In the short term (i.e over a few generations), one might expect allelic 
frequencies to increase and decrease in a random, unpredictable way, as 
a result of genetic drift .
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Genetic drift: a random change in allelic frequency over time and 
appreciate this as being a key mechanism of evolutionary change. 

As a result, we have suggested, the effects of genetic drift might be 
strongest in small populations (?) 

In the short term (i.e over a few generations), one might expect allelic 
frequencies to increase and decrease in a random, unpredictable 
way, as a result of genetic drift… 

But external events can change these frequencies…





Voyage of the Beagle  (1832-1835)



Natural Selection: ”the gradual process by which heritable biological 
traits become either more or less common in a population as a 
function of the effect of inherited traits on the differential reproductive 
success of organisms interacting with their environment"

Genetic drift: a random change in allelic frequency over time 
and appreciate this as being a key mechanism of evolutionary 
change.







Eye Colour is heavily influenced by geography and natural selection…



Voyage of the Beagle  (1832-1835)





Natural Selection: ”the gradual process by which heritable biological 
traits become either more or less common in a population as a 
function of the effect of inherited traits on the differential reproductive 
success of organisms interacting with their environment"

Genetic drift: a random change in allelic frequency over time 
and appreciate this as being a key mechanism of evolutionary 
change.

Gene flow is the intermingling of separate traits among similar 
populations. This increase occurs because individuals from other 
populations will bring in alleles that would otherwise be absent or 
rare (may be even lost) from the population that is being observed. 
In other words they would add variety to the gene pool. 



Bottlenecks



Founder Effect

The case of Huntington's disease in South Africa 

The Afrikaner population of South Africa is mainly descended from one shipload of immigrants 
which landed in 1652. The early colonists included individuals with a number of rare genes. The 
ship of 1652 contained a Dutch man carrying the gene for Huntington's disease, an autosomal 
dominant disease which does not appear until the sufferer is over 40 years old and leads to 
certain death within five to 10 years. Most cases of the disease in the modern Afrikaner population 
can be traced back to that individual. 



Voyage of the Beagle  (1832-1835)



Question: Are there any constraints to evolutionary change(s)?  

Answer: Yes. 

How did we get such a diverse gene pool?  


